
Hello all! My name is Dr. Katie Smith and I am a veterinarian with Second Chance Pet Adoptions. With 

the re-institution of our newsletter, we thought it might be a helpful idea to include some veterinary advice 

for you new (and “old”!) animal parents. Each newsletter will contain something new. For this edition I 

would like to mention a few things about keeping your dog or cat safe during the holiday season. 

 

As you already know, the holidays present a unique threat to our canine and feline friends. Let’s talk about 

a few of the things you may have been aware of and also a few others that you may not have considered. 

 

HOLIDAY FOLIAGE: Poinsettias, mistletoe, and ivy are poisonous to dogs and cats. Although usually not 

fatal, they can cause mouth and throat irritation in addition to gastrointestinal distress. Lilies, on the other 

hand are lethal. Even a very small amount consumed can have fatal consequences. This includes flowers, 

stems, leaves, pollen, and pollen water. Keep these away from you beasts, and do not even allow a little 

nibble! If you believe they have ingested a plant they shouldn’t have, do NOT induce vomiting, but call the 

emergency clinic immediately for advice. 

 

DECORATIONS: You have all heard about string-eating kitties; well, tinsel and ribbon can do the same 

thing. When eaten, these linear objects can cause life-threatening obstruction of the intestines in both dogs 

and cats. Other objects to consider include ornament hooks, fragile (or glass) ornaments breaking, and 

burning candles. Candles pose a significant threat to curious animals, who may try to smell them or knock 

them off a shelf, dripping hot wax onto themselves. 

 

FOOD: Do not give your animals chocolate, which can be toxic in large quantities (and much smaller 

quantities if the chocolate is dark). Many dogs will consume goodies wrapper and all, so it may be difficult 

to tell exactly how much they ate. If in doubt, contact your emergency clinic. Try to resist the temptation to 

indulge your animals in a lot of table food. Many can tolerate it in varying amounts, but some can develop 

serious pancreatitis if too much alien food is eaten. 

 

Here a few things that you may not have considered: 

 

GUESTS: Are you confident that your animals are guest-safe? Baby-safe? Keep animals that you may not 

trust 100% separated from your guests or those afraid of animals. Bites and scratches can happen from even 

the best-behaved cat or dog when faced with unfamiliar faces, poking children, and screaming babies. 

 

TRAVELING: Planning on traveling with your animal? Call your airlines to verify what size and type 

container you may need. You may also need a health certificate from your vet ahead of time. When driving, 

always box up your kitties (I speak from scary personal experience here) and keep the box closed at all 

times when a car door is open. Leash animals BEFORE opening car doors at rest stops to prevent them 

from running off in a new place. If your animal is a very anxious traveler, you may to consider sedation for 

long trips. Most cats travel better unsedated. Withholding food 12 hours before travel reduces the chance of 

vomit in the car or crate. 

 

And one last thing about your birds: some are exquisitely sensitive to Teflon. If you are cooking with 

Teflon-coated utensils, do it in a well ventilated area and keep your birds away from the kitchen. 

 

 


